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Licensing Acts Panel
Report of Head of Housing and Environment
Author: Laura Driscoll, Licensing Team Leader
Telephone: 01235 422561
Textphone: 18001 01235 422561
E-mail: laura.driscoll@southandvale.gov.uk
To: Licensing Acts Panel
DATE: 26 February 2019

Application for a premises licence for
Thame Town Cricket Club, Church
Meadow, Church Road, Thame, OX9 3AJ
Recommendation
That the panel consider the application for a premises licence and the relevant
representations and decide whether to a) grant the licence as applied for, b) grant
the licence after modifying any conditions to such extent as the authority considers
necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives, c) exclude from the scope of
the licence any of the licensable activities to which the application relates, d) refuse
to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor or e) reject the
application.

Purpose of Report
1. To present the facts and relevant representations received in respect of an
application for a premises licence for Thame Town Cricket Club, Church Meadow,
Church Road, Thame, OX9 3AJ to the Licensing Acts Panel in order that it can
determine the application under Section 18 of the Licensing Act 2003.

Strategic Objectives
2. The relevant strategic objective is that of ‘Invest in the district’s future’. The
relevant corporate priority is that of ‘reducing crime and tackling anti-social
behaviour’.

Background
3.1 The Licensing Act 2003 (‘the Act’) established a single integrated scheme for
licensing premises which are used for the supply of alcohol, regulated
entertainment, late night refreshment or permission to carry on some or all of
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these activities. In the Act these activities are referred to collectively as the
‘licensable activities’.
3.2 Any assessment of licensable activities must consider and promote the four
licensing objectives:


the prevention of crime and disorder



public safety



the prevention of public nuisance



the protection of children from harm.

3.3 Licences will normally be granted by the licensing officer under delegated powers
but in the event of representations being received regarding the grant of a
premises licence the application is then referred to the Licensing Acts Panel to be
considered.
3.4 An application has been received for a new premises licence for Thame Town
Cricket Club, as at Appendix 1. The application is for the following licensable
activities:
Licensable Activity

Proposed days & times

Sale of alcohol (on sales only)

Sunday - Thursday 09:00 - 22:45
Friday and Saturday 09:00 - 23:45

Films (indoors only)

Friday and Saturday 18:00 - 22:30
Sunday 18:00 - 22:00

Live and recorded music (indoors only)

Friday and Saturday 23:00 - 23:30

Late night refreshment (indoors only)

Friday and Saturday 23:00 - 23:45

Opening times

Sunday - Thursday 08:30 - 23:00
Friday and Saturday 08:30 - 00:00

For ease of reference, the conditions proposed by the applicant in their application
can be found at Appendix 2.
3.5 None of the responsible authorities have made representations in respect of the
application.
3.6 Ten representations have been made in favour of the application, which can be
found at Appendix 3. 7 representations have been made against the application
(one of which is signed by residents of 8 households), which can be found at
Appendix 4.
3.7 A map to show the location of the streets from which representations have been
received can be found at Appendix 5.
3.8 The previous cricket club building at the site, which has been demolished, had a
club premises certificate permitting the supply of alcohol from 12:00 to 22:30 on
Sundays and 11:00 to 23:00 Monday to Saturday. No regulated entertainment was
permitted by the club premises certificate.
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3.9 A meeting was held at the premises on 17 January, at which a number of
residents outlined their concerns in respect of anti-social behaviour, noise
nuisance, dispersal; issues, traffic and parking. In addition, concerns were raised
that the club would become a commercial operation. The club responded that it is
not possible for them to run as a commercial entity as they are a Community
Amateur Sports Club (CASC). This is a provision where local sports club can
register with HMRC and benefit from tax reliefs where they meet certain qualifying
conditions, such as being organised on an amateur basis, non-profit making, and
with a main purpose as the provision of facilities for, and the promotion of
participation in, eligible sports.

Options
4.1 In determining the application the authority must give weight to:


representations received from responsible authorities



representations received from other persons



the Secretary of State’s guidance issued under Section 182 of the Licensing
Act 2003



the council’s statement of licensing policy and



the steps necessary to promote the licensing objectives

4.2 In view of the above, the panel is requested to consider the application for the
variation of the premises licence and decide whether to:
(a) grant the licence as applied for,
(b) grant the licence after modifying any conditions to such extent as the authority
considers necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives
(c) exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which
the application relates,
(d) refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor,
(e) reject the application.

Financial Implications
5. Should the applicant or any other person wish to appeal against a decision of the
council, they may do so to the magistrates’ court. The council would incur costs
should this occur, although the court may decide to award costs if the council’s
decision was upheld.

Legal Implications
6.1 The Human Rights Act 1998 requires public bodies to ensure everything they do is
compatible with Convention Rights and makes it unlawful for a public authority to
act incompatibly with those rights. When determining whether to grant the
application the panel will be aware of human rights considerations, specifically
Part 1, Article 6, the right to a fair trial, Part 2 and Article 8 the right to respect for
private and family life for those making representations.
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6.2 The hearing of all applications is subject to the principles of natural justice.
6.3 Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 states, ‘without prejudice to any
other obligation imposed on it, it shall be the duty of each authority to exercise its
various functions with due regard to the likely effect of those functions on and the
need to do all that it reasonably can to prevent crime and disorder in its area’.
6.4 Under Schedule 5, Part 1 of the Licensing Act 2003, any person aggrieved by the
decision in respect of the application may appeal to a Magistrates’ Court within 21
days of the date of the decision.

Conclusion
7. This report provides information submitted by the applicant, responsible
authorities and other persons. The panel must determine this application with a
view to promoting the four licensing objectives. It must, having had regard to all
the relevant objections made and the evidence it hears, a) grant the application as
applied for, b) grant the application with modified conditions or c) reject the
application in whole or in part.

Background Papers
None.
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Appendix 1: Application
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Appendix 2: Proposed Annex 2 Conditions
1. The bar will be staffed by trained persons over the age of 18.
2. The bar area and hall shall be supervised at all times when the bar is open.
3. The bar servery shall be secured by a roller shutter which will be locked shut when the bar
is closed.
4. There shall be fire officer approved locks on all external hall doors and to the bar store.
5. The clubhouse shall be covered by a CCTV system (with appropriate signage) and burglar
alarm.
6. An incident book shall be maintained within which full details of all occurrences of disorder
at the premises will be recorded. The incident book shall be kept on the premises at all
times and shall be made available for inspection by the police on request.
7. No-one carrying open or sealed bottles or glasses of alcohol shall be admitted to the
premises at any time.
8. No customers shall be permitted to take open containers of alcoholic beverages from the
premises.
9. The bar manager on duty shall be responsible for checking the number of people entering
and leaving the premises and ensuring that once the maximum occupancy is reached, no
further persons are admitted.
10. Irresponsible drinks promotions shall not be permitted, and the standards for the
management of responsible drinks promotions including 'happy hours' produced by the
British Beer and Pub Association shall be complied with.
11. The licence holder or people authorised by them shall check the premises before it opens
to ensure there are no risks to patrons and that all safety precautions are in place.
12. The bar manager shall ensure that all staff receive appropriate training about emergency
and general safety precautions and procedures.
13. The bar manager shall ensure that all staff are aware of their social and legal obligations
and their responsibilities regarding the sale of alcohol.
14. The telephone numbers of local taxi operators shall be available at the premises for the
benefit of members and their guests.
15. All bottles and glasses and rubbish shall be removed from public areas on a regular and
frequent basis.
16. The electrical system at the premises, including portable appliances will be inspected and
tested annually by a competent person and a satisfactory safety report obtained.
17. The gas system, including appliances, shall be inspected annually and tested by a Gas
Safe Registered engineer and a satisfactory Gas Safety Certificate will be obtained.
18. There shall be oil fired boilers and appliances on the premises.
19. All safety certificates and inspection reports shall be kept on site and made available for
inspection by officers of relevant statutory bodies.
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20. An adequate and appropriate supply of first aid equipment and materials shall be available
on the premises.
21. The bar manager on duty shall ensure that staff regularly patrol the premises both indoors
and out to supervise the orderly conduct of patrons.
22. Prominent, legible notices requesting people to leave the premises and the area quietly
shall be displayed at all exists.
23. The licence holder, or persons authorised by them, shall control the volume of regulated
entertainment taking place at the premises.
24. No music or speech shall be played by external speakers without separate written consent
from the relevant authorities.
25. All external doors and windows shall be kept shut, other than for access and egress, in all
rooms when events involving amplified music or speech or other entertainment are likely to
create noise.
26. The outside areas provided for the use of members and guests shall have facilities for the
disposing and collecting of litter.
27. To minimise the effect of littering, litter bins shall be placed both inside and directly outside
the premises. During opening hours, and at the close of business, arrangement shall be
made for litter from the bar area to be collected from the immediate vicinity and stored
inside the premises pending collection.
28. Where drinks are going to be consumed in outdoor areas they shall be served in plastic or
toughened glass.
29. Risk assessments shall be carried out for any hirings and sufficient numbers of
appropriately trained persons shall be on duty to ensure quiet dispersal of any patrons from
such events as required.
30. A monitored phone line shall be in place at all times when the premises is operating under
the licence. If any complaints are received, a note shall be made of the details and any
actions taken as a result.
31. The Club shall maintain a policy of not hosting 18- year or 21- year birthday parties.
32. A Challenge 25 policy shall be employed where those individuals who appear to be under
the age of 25 attempting to purchase alcohol must be asked for identification. The only type
of ID that will be accepted is PASS accredited ID, passport or photo driving licence.
33. Any restrictions on the admission of children to the premises shall be displayed outside the
premises.
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Appendix 3: Representations in favour of the application
From: Raye Simpson
Sent: 29 January 2019 12:34
To: Licensing South <licensing@southoxon.gov.uk>
Subject: Thame Cricket Club application for license
Re: application LAPREM/05364/18 I write in support of this license for Thame Cricket Club.
The newly built Cricket Club pavilion will be a huge asset for Thame being able to provide facilities for
social occasions, meetings etc. As it is run by volunteers I can see no problem with a license being
granted and am confident that any events can be well organised and overseen.
Raye Simpson
High Street, Thame
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From: Hill Bridget
Subject: License application by Thame Cricket Club [LAPREM/05364/18]
Date: 28 January 2019 11:06:05 GMT
To: licensing@southoxon.gov.uk
I am pleased to write in support of the Thame Cricket Club in their application for a premises
License.
The new Cricket Pavilion in Thame is an excellent new addition to the Town’s facilities. It will
be used and enjoyed, not only by our sporting enthusiasts, but also is being made available for
all residents to hire for other functions and personally organised events. So the idea of having a
liquor license for such events is an excellent idea. Clearly since Thame Cricket Club Ltd is a
largely volunteer-run group there are unlikely to be many late night events being organised and
I understand that the building has the latest double-glazed windows to minimise any local noise
disturbance.
I hope SODC will feel able to support this venture.
Yours sincerely
Bridget Hill
High Street
THAME
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From: Ray Pierce
Sent: 31 January 2019 06:54 PM
To: Licensing South
Subject: Licensing application Ref: LAPREM/05364/18
I live very near to Priest End in THAME and attended the Peora Residents Association AGM on
the 24th January chaired by Charles Boundy.
The Thame Cricket Club Licensing Application was the last point on the agenda.
Mr Boundy admitted to having a vested interest in that his house backs onto the cricket
ground but promised to give an unbiased summary of the application.
I intend to bypass the scaremongering biased summary from Mr Boundy other than to say he
closed the meeting without giving many people a real opportunity to challenge his summary
and I'm sure there were quite a few.
We should celebrate having a reborn and successful cricket club in Thame. It will be a real
asset to the town.
The striking clubhouse has been constructed using the latest modern materials and
techniques which will absorb and therefore reduce the noise effect. I have been told by a dog
walker that he could not hear any noise from a recent event, which included a marquee, held
in the clubhouse.
TCC will attract talented cricketers men, women, boys and girls. Coaching courses for all age
groups will be held throughout the season and not, if you believe Mr Boundy, simply attract
loud party goers beer fests and a nuisance.
Anyone wishing to hire the luxury facilities offered by the club will be carefully vetted and
18th and 21st birthday parties will not be entertained.
There will always be members in the clubhouse to monitor behaviour, abide by closing time
regulations and make sure people also respect neighbours as they vacate the premises
A REAL ASSET FOR THAME.
Regards
Ray Pierce, Resident Thame
Michaelis Road, Thame
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From: Mags Lightbody
Sent: 01 February 2019 12:41
To: Licensing South <licensing@southoxon.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Ref:LAPREM/05364/18 - Thame Town Cricket Club premises licence
application
To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to support the application for an extended Premises licence for
Thame Town Cricket Club.
There was a very one-sided argument from the PEORA residents AGM last
week which I don't think reflects the true situation.
The residents of Thame, not just those very local to it, are very lucky to
have this new clubhouse - apart from the excellent facilities for the cricket
players, which include myself, my husband and my 5 year old daughter,
they are accommodating the Day Centre and events for all ages from
babies to the elderly.
The extension of the bar licence is surely allow the club to hire itself out to
a greater variety of events and give it more revenue options. I myself hope
to host an evening fundraising Painting Party event there in May and
possibly my daughter's birthday party.
My mother and I both live within a couple of hundred metres of the club
and have never known there ever to be any noise from the club in the past
and don't expect there to be in the future. The clubhouse overlooks the
charming Church Meadow and has very very few (if any) houses that could
possibly hear any loud music played at a later night event such as a 40th
birthday party. There are several access points not just along the small
residential street connecting it to the High Street - including a large
carpark, a walk across the cricket pitch to the Aylesbury Rd, through the
churchyard and so no particular problem with congestion or noisy
entry/exiting. The clubhouse is brand new surely has the latest sound
proofing and double glazing which the old pavilion - a repurposed barn, did
not.
All in all I think we should support this application and realise that this
clubhouse is bringing opportunities to the area and is a fabulous
recreational facility that can be used by a very many local residents rather
a notional inconvenience to a handful of people lucky enough to live so
close to it.
Thank you for your consideration,
Mags Lightbody
Michaelis Rd, Thame
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From: Ali Jinman
Sent: 03 February 2019 18:36
To: Driscoll, Laura <Laura.Driscoll@southandvale.gov.uk>
Subject: LAPREM/05364/18
Dear Laura,
Thanks for your reply regarding the licensing objectives.
I was present at the recent AGM of the Residents' Association and am aware that the
Chairman has sought to insinuate that there has been ASB on Church Meadow which
might in some way be related to the cricket club.
I talk to a lot of other neighbours of the club and walk my dog every day on Church
Meadow. It is very clear to me that the few incidents of ASB during the Summer were
caused by groups of youths, usually on warm Friday evenings, who had
somehow managed to obtain alcohol from local supermarkets and are nothing to do
with the cricket club and its activities. I understand from the local policing team's
newsletter that these youths have moved away from the Southern Road recreation
ground due to regular police patrols.
Indeed, I know that the club has installed CCTV on the new building and have
encouraged local residents to phone 101 and report any ASB to the local policing
team.
Yours sincerely,
Ali Jinman
Priest End, Thame
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-----Original Message----From: Jane Wainwright
Sent: 03 February 2019 15:15
To: Licensing South <licensing@southoxon.gov.uk>
Subject: License application LAPREM/05364/18
We are writing to support this application by Thame Town Cricket Club. The cricket club fulfils an
important local function by encouraging sport and fitness among adults and young people. The new
pavilion is an important resource in this role. The club, with the new building, is now providing a
wider service to community groups in Thame, where there is a general lack of suitable spaces.
The license applied for will enable TTCC to extend its provision, both by supporting the cricket and
offering function space to Thame residents. Living close to the cricket club, we are satisfied that the
relatively limited number of functions envisaged will not cause additional noise and traffic.
We hope that this application will be approved.
Jane Wainwright
Kate Watkins
High Street, Thame
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From: Roger Cooper
Sent: 03 February 2019 22:13
To: Licensing South <licensing@southoxon.gov.uk>
Subject: LICENSING APPLICATION BY THAME TOWN CRICKET CLUB
LICENSING APPLICATION BY THAME TOWN CRICKET CLUB
We understand that the Licensing Authority is already satisfied that Thame Town Cricket Club is a
responsible body to operate a licence for the sale of alcoholic drinks.
We would bring to the attention of the licensing authority that the new Clubhouse is located
significantly further away from neighbouring houses in Bell Close, and that it is constructed using the
latest wall and roofing insulation materials, and benefits from equally modern double glazing, which
all reduce any noise emitting from the building. The old clubhouse built using old agricultural buildings
had none of the benefits which the new building materials provide.
With regards to concerns about any extra traffic and parking generated by the new Clubhouse, the
Club has already taken action to ask members to walk, cycle or car share to and from the Club.
If concerns are expressed to the Licensing Authority about extra private events in the new Clubhouse,
the Authority should be assured that from April to late September the Club is fully committed to
cricketing activity, and it is unlikely that extra events can be accommodated in the cricket calendar.
Whenever private events are held at the Club, there will always Club Members present to monitor,
control and prevent any adverse noisy activity very closely. They will also be there to ensure that no
public nuisance is generated and that the rights and peace of the neighbours are respected.
With regards to the recently observed nuisance behaviour generated by teenagers on Church
Meadow, we would suggest that as Church Meadow is a public space, this nuisance behaviour is a
matter for the local authority and police.
We would hope that the Club will be granted a license that will allow it to function as a sporting and
community facility for the benefit of the many in Thame and surrounding district.
Yours sincerely
Roger & Ann Cooper
Social Members of Thame Town Cricket Club
Old Union Way, Thame
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From: Victoria Shaw
Sent: 04 February 2019 01:15 PM
To: Licensing South
Subject: Ref: LAPREM/05364/18
Ref: LAPREM/05364/18
To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to support the application for an extended Premises licence for
Thame Town Cricket Club.
The new clubhouse at Thame Town Cricket Club has been a long time in the
coming. As a resident on the Aylesbury Road, who can view the cricket pitch from
my house, is very much looking forward to spending time with family and friends
at the new Clubhouse.
I believe the old clubhouse had a bar licence for many years and that the new
clubhouse will now present many more opportunities to the members of the
cricket club and the residents of Thame and the surrounding areas. I myself have
children and look for venues to have their parties, birthday celebrations and also
enjoy a social side of an evening after playing cricket on a weekend.
I am also the Chair of the Lord Williams’s School Day Nursery and we would look
to run fundraising events at the new clubhouse so a licensed venue is paramount.
The clubhouse committee will properly manage all these events I am sure and
when bookings are made I anticipate terms & conditions would be sent with the
confirmation of the booking.
Outside of the cricket members, the cricket pitch is also used by passers by
walking, dog walkers and families picnicking. All of these people would also be
able to enjoy the new facilities that have been built.
More of an issue than having long licensing hours is the problem of teenagers
using the cricket pitch to socialise late at night, smoke weed and drink alcohol
[many of whom are far too young to be doing these activities]. Groups of
teenagers are particularly unruly during the Thame Carnival weekend, during
summer exams and then throughout the summer. If the council and the residents
surrounding the cricket pitch could focus on reducing and eliminating these types
of unruly activity that would be much more beneficial to the Thame area.
Thank you for your consideration.
Victoria Shaw
Aylesbury Road, Thame
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From: Guy Holmes
Sent: 04 February 2019 08:01
To: Driscoll, Laura <Laura.Driscoll@southandvale.gov.uk>
Subject: RE: LAPREM/05364/18
Hi Laura,
I live near Thame Cricket Club and I’m also a playing member, but wasn’t able to attend the licensing
meeting.
I would like to stress the fact that the club has had a license for years and there has never been any
issues. It’s a club run by volunteers, for the good of the community – so this limits the club’s capacity
to host events. The club depends on the bar sales to remain viable, therefore benefiting 100’s of local
people. In the summer, the ground floor is needed for the cricket so I doubt there will be a lot of
events.
The new clubhouse is a modern building with excellent insulation and double-glazing, so the noise
escaping is very limited – unlike the old one!
The club encourages everyone using the club, whether for bookings or junior coaching, to come by
foot, use bikes or share cars.
Best regards,
Guy Holmes
Aylesbury Road, Thame
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From: Edward Mather
Sent: 03 February 2019 21:52
To: Licensing South <licensing@southoxon.gov.uk>
Subject: RE Licensing Application: LAPREM/05364/18
Dear Sir/Madam,
I wanted to send in my thoughts regarding Thame Town Cricket Club's application for
a club premises licence.
I am a resident of the PEORA area (Rycote Development), and live quite close to the
club but was unfortunately unable to attend the recent meeting, however I learnt from
a neighbour about the contents of the meeting and it sounds like the subject had been
raised by the Chairman but covered in a very one-sided way. I therefore wanted to
send in a few of my thoughts.
Thame Cricket club has held a licence for many years and there have been no
complaints about the events or licensing hours that I am aware of. Rather, it has
always felt like the members were very respectful of the neighbourhood, and
considerate to local inhabitants.
There were some concerns about noisy, late-running parties occurring at Church
Meadow, however any such parties are organised by volunteers and are very rare
events, primarily due to the lack of a large body of volunteers; so I find it difficult to
imagine this affecting the neighbourhood much.
There have also been concerns about the level of noise coming out of the clubhouse.
However the old clubhouse had no soundproofing and was a very old fashioned,
poorly designed building, whereas the new building has the latest double-glazed
windows, more modern proofing, and is orientated away from the houses, so I can
only imagine the levels of emanating sound being hugely lower, than they were
before!!
There were also concerns about the long licensing hours (eg from 09.00 in the
morning) listed, however they are surely only listed so for flexibility, in order to cover
possible morning events (children’s parties, the odd wake etc) but in reality will hardly
ever be used; residents surely need not fear drunken rabbles gathering from 9am
onwards! They'll all be busy playing cricket!
It seems bizarre to have such a beautiful, useful and adaptable building that will add
hugely to the neighbourhood, to be stunted in its licensing application; which would
mean it would only be able to fulfil a small percentage of its potential as an excellent
entertainment space.
Many thanks for considering this letter.
Best wishes,
Edward Mather
Old Union Way, Thame
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Appendix 4: Representations against the application
21st January 2019
Licensing Team
South Oxfordshire District Council
135 Eastern Avenue,
Milton Park
Abingdon
OX14 0SB
Dear Team,
I am writing to object to the Licensing Application by Thame Town Cricket Club,
Church Meadow, Thame, OX9 3LT.
These hours are not appropriate for a Cricket Club situated in the centre of a
conservation area upon land that is owned by the Thame Council and leased to the
Club.
Thame Town Cricket Club are not the only members of the public who use Church
Meadows. Having a lease on the land and a new clubhouse built using a large amount
of public funds does not give them the authority to develop this new clubhouse into a
Bar, Wedding and Party Venue which their website clearly advertises they are
offering. This would be very detrimental to the other stakeholders of the public space
of Church Meadow who use it throughout the year as a recreational space to walk
dogs, play with children, walk and run and generally enjoy the space.
This proposed use of the space would lead to late night revelling after hours and the
likelihood of rowdiness during the daytime from inebriated bar users. This would
substantially interfere with the stakeholders of Thame’s use of this lovely open space.
The new Clubhouse, we are given to understand, cannot become a commercial
proposition as they are members of CASG which prohibits the making of more than a
small profit to raise funds to run the building. Why does the club need to extend its
hours and have a film license and offer commercial activities?
The Cricket Club is engaged in a thoroughly applaudable process of growing young
teams both male and female. It is not suitable for drinking to be carried on throughout
the day at the centre of these activities. Mothers and fathers do not need to have a bar
whilst being with their children or when picking them up. I do not accept this as a
reason for all day hours. Nor do those watching a match on TV need to have alcohol
at 10am.
Yours sincerely,
Hazel Boundy
Bell Close, Thame
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30 Jan 2019
Licensing Team
South Oxfordshire District Council
135 Eastern Avenue
Milton Park
Abingdon OX14 4SB
By email to licensing@southoxon.gov.uk
Dear Sirs
Club Premises Certificate – Objection - Thame Town Cricket Club Church Meadow Thame
OX9 3LT
I write to object to the granting of a license in the terms proposed in the recent notice
relating to the above on the following grounds:
1.

Inappropriate use for premises - The new clubhouse was built as a cricket pavilion with
additional space for essential cricket and associated sports and certain limited community
facilities. Funding included substantial grants for sports facility purposes as the intended use.
Whether or not this is the club’s actual intention, the application would permit the pavilion
building to be used as a general licensed commercial venue. This is considered entirely
unsuitable, especially

2. Sensitive location - The location of the pavilion is in one of the most sensitive areas of Thame,
the centre of the Conservation Area, a protected open space under the Thame Neighbourhood
Plan, and adjacent to the town’s well known and much-used St Mary’s Church. The design of
the building reflects its intended sporting use – with doors and a first floor balcony opening
directly onto the open space of Church Meadow. The meadow is maintained by the club but
used by many people throughout the day and evenings. Noise and disturbance from this
central but open location would be likely to have a significant affect on all around.
3. Greater size and capacity - The new clubhouse is more substantial and in a far more prominent
position than the building it replaced, with two storeys, two independent function areas and a
balcony opening onto the open spaces of Church Meadow. It is designed to have a far higher
and all-year usage than the previous smaller, outdated and tucked-away clubhouse.
4. Immediacy - Our house, 4 Bell Close, is one of a line immediately behind the new clubhouse
building, which is less than 20 metres away from our boundary. The rear and main bedrooms
of our house immediately overlook the rear and south-east sides of the new clubhouse
building. As such we are directly affected by activities in and around the clubhouse.
5. Church Road implications - Vehicle access to the clubhouse is via narrow, part residential,
Church Road, a cul-de-sac already heavily congested with traffic. The road has a full run of
residential properties down one side. Residents there are already considerably affected not
only by the traffic but by noise and disturbance from people entering and especially leaving the
adjacent Barns Centre. It is already apparent that use of the additional facilities at the Cricket
Club is adding considerably to the problem.
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6. Basis of objection – I accept that the Cricket Club does need a licence to cater for post-match
and pure club events and for limited community events as envisaged. Nevertheless I believe
that the terms of such a licence must be strictly limited to minimise the risk of unsuitable or
excessive use of the premises, on both floors, and the nuisance and disturbance that is liable to
result. Church Meadow has unfortunately become the scene of antisocial behaviour, notably
on warmer evenings, which is only likely to be encouraged by the immediate proximity of a
licenced bar and the inevitable outdoors drinking around it. It is apparent that the limited bar
staff facility cannot be expected to monitor the effects, which will then fall back on
neighbours, the community and the (limited) police.
7. Barns Centre – I would suggest that the terms of any licence should be more limited than those
of the adjacent Barns Centre for two main reasons:
a. The far more prominent location of the cricket clubhouse and likely greater noise and
disturbance affecting neighbouring properties; and
b. The need for visitors to the clubhouse to walk or drive past the Barns Centre, which
inevitably takes time, with the risk of prolonged disturbance after events.
8. Community balance - Whatever the constitutional limitations and good intentions of the current
Cricket Club committee and management, a wide licence would inevitably be an
encouragement for the club to generate additional revenue from the venue. This will intensify
the risk of disturbance, which could become serious. Any licence should therefore be suitably
limited to keep a fair balance to enable clubhouse use for cricket / fair community purposes
without detriment to neighbouring residents or the peace of Church Meadow itself.

Request
I accordingly object on the grounds set out above and request that, if the committee is
disposed to grant a licence, it does so on terms that protect the neighbourhood,
specifically:
 Limiting the sale of alcohol on the premises to 10 pm Monday to Thursday and 10.30 pm
on other days;
 Specifically requiring that no music (live or recorded) should be played after these same
hours or at any time so as to be audible outside the premises;
 Specifically limiting showing of films to films of legitimate sporting events no more often
than once a month;
 Limiting or prohibiting the drinking of alcohol outside the pavilion building.

Please would you let me have notice of the time and place of the proposed application
hearing and the opportunity to speak to these objections.
Yours faithfully
Charles Boundy
Bell Close, Thame
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Dr & Mrs M Storey
Church Road
Thame
26th January 2019
Dear SODC Licencing Team
License Application Thame Town Cricket Club
We live immediately opposite the entrance road to the Cricket Club and are concerned
about some elements of the licensing application.
Unlike most of the Sports Clubs in Thame, the location of the Cricket Club is in a
predominantly residential area within the conservation area and we feel this fact
should be taken into consideration in relation to this licence application. The late
licencing hours for the supply of alcohol and entertainment, in particular on Friday and
Saturday, could increase the risk of unacceptable noise and anti-social behaviour
occurring. We do recognise that the Cricket Club have policies in place to try and
manage these issues both on the premises and in their immediate area. Unfortunately,
this cannot be totally controlled and there have been instances of swearing, leaving
bottles and broken glass in the street and people using the business car park opposite
our house and also behind the Tithe Barn as a handy urinal. The risk of anti-social
behaviour is more likely with the late licencing hours and people departing late at night
and into the early hours of the morning. Already the Cricket Club have been in contact
with the police and Town Council to address these concerns about anti-social
behaviour and the prevention of public nuisance on the cricket ground and in the car
park; so it is a real concern.
Additionally, there will be more traffic departing the Cricket Club later at night and
more taxis picking up as the capacity of the building has increased. This will
adversely affect us, as the residents living closest to the entrance, but also impact on
the other homes in Church Road as this is the only access /egress road for any
vehicles.
We attended a Residents Meeting at the Cricket Club on 17 January to air these
concerns and the topic of additional conditions to the licence was raised. The
possibility of requiring the club to routinely close the bar earlier, possibly at 11.00pm
was discussed.
We would be grateful if the licencing authority would take into account our comments
above and also consider the inclusion of any additional conditions regarding earlier
bar closure.
Yours faithfully
Mike & Barbara Storey
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Bell Close
Thame
Licensing Team
South Oxfordshire District Council
135 Eastern Avenue
Milton Park
Abingdon OX14 4SB

1st February 2019

And by email to licensing@southoxon.gov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam
Club Premises Certificate – Objection - Thame Town Cricket Club Church Meadow Thame
OX9 3AJ
We write to object to the granting of a license in the terms proposed in the notice dated 8
January 2019 relating to the above on the following grounds:
1. Inappropriate use for premises – It would appear the Thame Town Cricket Club is
attempting, in this application, to turn the new pavilion, effectively, into a public house!
There is a perfectly good pub, The Six Bells, only a few hundred metres away. The new
clubhouse was built as a cricket pavilion with additional space for essential cricket and
associated sports and community facilities. It was not intended to be used as a general
licensed commercial venue as this application would permit. This is especially important
as the design of the building reflecting its intended sporting use – with doors and a firstfloor balcony opening onto the open space of Church Meadow, features which are
entirely unsuitable for the extent of uses and hours of use now proposed.
2. Sensitive location - The location of the pavilion is in one of the most sensitive areas in the
centre of the Conservation area in Thame. The clubhouse opens out onto the open
meadow with cricket pitches in the centre. Noise and disturbance from this central but
open location will have an immediate and significant affect on all around.
3. Greater size and capacity - The new clubhouse is more substantial and in a far more
prominent position than the building it replaced, with two storeys, two independent
function areas and a balcony opening onto the open spaces of Church Meadow.
4. Immediacy - Our house, 2 Bell Close, is one of a line immediately behind the new
clubhouse building, which is less than 40 metres away from our boundary. The rear and
main bedrooms of our house immediately overlook the rear and south-east sides of the
new clubhouse building. As such we are directly affected by activities in and around the
clubhouse.
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5. Church Road implications - Vehicle access to the clubhouse is via a narrow street, Church
Road, which is a cul-de-sac already heavily congested with traffic. The road has a full run
of residential properties down one side. Residents there are already considerably affected
not only by the traffic but by noise and disturbance from people entering and especially
leaving the adjacent Barns Centre. It is already apparent that use of the additional
facilities at the Cricket Club is adding considerably to the problem.
6. Considerations:
a. The club previously operated under a licence limiting the sale of alcohol to 12.0022.30 on Sundays and 11.00-23.00 on the other days of the week (per email 7
January from Laura Driscoll [LD]). The club believed (per Angus Lachlan) that they
could operate the new premises under the old licence so, presumably, were
content that those hours would be sufficient for the club’s needs. The previous
arrangement also limited the number of temporary event notices to 15 per annum
covering a maximum total of 21 days and this was sufficient
b. While we understand that the Cricket Club does need a licence to cater for postmatch and pure club events and for limited community events as envisaged, we
strongly believe that the terms of such a licence must be strictly limited so as to
minimise the risk of unsuitable or excessive use of the premises – on both floors of
function rooms.
c. The club is seeking to avoid the need for temporary event notices, which implies it
wishes to have more than 15 events per annum that would need one under the
old licensing hours – this seems excessive for a Cricket Club.
d. Thame Town Council supported the new application in the belief that it would be
“no more extensive than the premises licence for the previous building” (email
from Graham Hunt 31 December 2018). This is clearly inconsistent with the facts.
One might infer that, if the Clerk to Thame Council advertently or inadvertently
misinformed the Thame Town Councillors, this may explain why Thame Town
Council gave unqualified support to the application – it may not have given that
support if the true position were known by all.
e. The cricket clubhouse is a stand-alone building built as a pavilion and not for
general licensed use. It is in a highly prominent position where noise and
disturbance will carry – even more on warm nights – seriously affecting many
neighbouring properties. This has already happened, even in December, within a
few weeks of the clubhouse opening and in direct contravention of the club’s
proposed condition regarding keeping external doors and windows closed when
there is amplified music or speech! Adults using the pavilion at an evening function
(a 40th birthday celebration for a club member, who might have been expected to
show more consideration) played a game of table football outside the pavilion on
the adjacent decking with the bi-fold doors open and loud music blaring out across
the pitch and affecting neighbours. A video clip has been sent to Laura Driscoll of
the incident.
f. Visitors to the clubhouse have to walk to their cars and then walk or drive past the
Barns Centre, a process that will inevitably take time and create disturbance after
social events. For the clubhouse to have the same hours as the Barns Centre
would have the same effect as extending the Barns Centre licensing hours
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7. Request
Given the considerations set out in 6 above, we request that, if the committee is disposed to
grant a licence, it does so on terms that protect the neighbourhood, specifically:
Element of the licence
application
Films
Live and recorded music
Late night refreshments
Sale of alcohol

Thame Town Cricket
Club request
Friday and Saturday
18.00-22.30
Sunday 18.00-22.00
Friday and Saturday
23.00-23.30
Friday and Saturday
23.00-23.45
Sunday to Thursday
09.00-22.45
Friday and Saturday
09.00-23.45

Our request
No objection
No extension to the standard
allowed hours of 23.00
No objection
Sunday to Thursday 12.00-22.00
Friday and Saturday 12.00-22.30

Please would you let us have notice of the time and place of the proposed application hearing
and the opportunity to speak to these objections?
Yours faithfully
Andy & Gill Hamment
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From: Georgina Evans
Sent: 31 January 2019 11:59 AM
To: Licensing South
Subject: Thame town cricket club

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to object to the granting of a license in the terms proposed in the January meeting.
I wholeheartedly agree with all my neighbours in the points raised in their letters to you on this
subject. I don’t feel I need to reiterate all that they have said but do want to inform you that I concur
with their thoughts. My house and garden back onto the cricket field and I do not relish the aftermath
after the cricket pavilion bar is closed if the hours are past 10.30pm. There will certainly be noisy
behaviour if not rowdy behaviour.
Yours faithfully
Georgina Evans
Bell Lane, Thame
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[letter signed by all above named]
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Appendix 5: Map showing location of streets from where representations have been received
Blue oval: representation in favour of the application

Orange rectangular: representation against the application
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